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DARKNESS. 

SOUNDS OF A SMALL EXPLOSION, BANGING, 
GRUNTING AND STEEL AGAINST STEEL...

A CRESCENT SHAPE OPENS UP SPILLING LIGHT 
INTO THE SILO.

SENSUAL ANGLES OF LIGHT ILLUMINATING THE 
FACETS OF A MINUTEMAN MISSILE: 

Decal...

 ...fin..

...The cone of the missile. Clang! The door stops moving.

Trash pokes his head over the door. And then 
disappears from view.

A rope is thrown into the silo.



Push in as trash rappels into the silo Trash ties himself off.

...takes out a grinder. WE see reflection of sparks within the 
goggles.

Trash grinds pull back: sparks rain down.



Exterior missile base. Boom down over rows 
of capped missile silos. 

Reveal a tripod set over trash’s silo.

Continue booming down to see trash 
cranking a winch.

Push in to trash cranking. Land in Cu, trash brimming with anticipation.

Wide: trash cranks. Warhead is pulled out of the ground...



Reverse: the warhead hangs like fish on a 
hook. Trash in the bg. He starts to move 
towards it.

Push in as trash touches the warhead 
reverently.

Push in cu trash as he presses his face 
against its metal skin.

Geiger counter gauge needle vibrates with 
radiation.

Trash finishes binding the warhead to a 
flatbed.

Pull back as he jumps into the driver’s seat.

Dead guard leaning on a fence. Trash blasts by.



On trash merrily driving. Thrash’s cart disappears over the horizon.



ECU HAROLD’S EYES JUMP CUT OUT WIDER.

AND WIDER. HE LIFTS WALKIE INTO SHOT
“MY NAME IS HAROLD EMERY LAUDER. I DO THIS 
OF MY OWN FREE WILL.”

ON NADINE staring back at Harold. WIDE AS HAROLD HOLDS UP DETONATOR.

OVER DETONATOR TO NADINE SHE PLACES HER HAND OVER HIS.



REVERSE (BOULDER VISIBLE IN BG). PUSH IN 
AS HAROLD NOds to NADINE. AND THEN 
TOGETHER THEY PRESS THE TRIGGER.

IN BG MOTHER A’S HOUSE EXPLODES!
THEY TURN AND WE RACK DEEP.
THE SOUND OF THE EXPLOSION REACHING THEM 
LATE.

ON NADINE REACTING TO THE EXPLOSION. HER POV OF THE BURNING REMAINS.

ON HAROLD PUTS THE WALKIE TO HIS MOUTH.
“BREAKER BREAKER THAT’S A TEN FOUR GOOD 
BUDDY.”

HAROD GETS UP AND TOSSES THE WALKEI AND 
DETONATOR.

NADINE STOPS HIM.
“WE HAVE TO...MAKE SURE.”
“MAKE SURE OF WHAT?”
“YOU DON’T THINK ANYTHING COULDa LIVED 
THROUGH THAT?”



“I DON’T KNOW... I—“
NADINE VOMITS OC.

END ON HAROLD WATCHING HER COLDLY AS WE 
HEAR OC NADINE RETCHING.



Candle flames... 

48 fps

Slow rack focus to Larry walking towards 
us.

Track Larry from behind... past vigil candle 
bearers.

Through front door of the infirmary...

Gain past Larry to see the aftermath, the 
wounded...

Come up to stu (Frannie not visible to us)...

...then back to Larry, taking it all in. ... he turns and we find glen.



Larry sits next to him.

“How’s Frannie?”
“Okay, thank god. Little banged up.”

*all dialogue from this angle.

*all dialogue from this angle. *all dialogue from this angle.

*all dialogue from this angle. “Might be a blessing.” 

And they turn to the corridor as we...

Slide into the wall... ...and slide out of the curtain in mother 
Abigail’ s room pAST CANDLES...



...PAST SLEEPING RAY... RACK TO BED...

AND FIND UNCONSCIOUS MOTHER ABIGAIL. MOTHER ABIGAL’S EYES SHUT.

BOOM UP ON RAY SLEEPING. SUDDENLY MOTHER ABIGAL’S HAND GRABS HER 
FOREARM.

RAY REACTS ON MOTHER ABIGAIL HER EYES STILL SHUT.



...THEN SLOWLY THEY OPEN... ...AND SHE TURNS...

“Mother?” “Bring the others to me.”

DARKNESS... ...RISE TO REVEAL IT IS THE ORB OF FRANNIE’S 
PREGNANT TUMMY.

“Fran...” “Frannie...”



She opens her eyes. Rack to Stu.

“Mother Abigail is awake.”

Fran turns to him.

“Is she...? Can she talk?”

“She’s asking for us”

“Help me stand up.”

“Will you just please use the wheelchair?”

ON FRANNIE, DISLIKING THE WHEELCHAIR. FRANNIE WHEELED INTO MOTHER ABIGAL’S 
ROOM.

SLIDE to Mother Abigail.

“Draw near, all of you. My time is
short. Going home to glory. Never
been no human more ready than I am.”

“I told you - get close to me now...
Get close to me.”



OUR HEROES COME CLOSER. FRANNIE’S CHAIR BUMPING THE BED.

PUSH IN TO MOTHER ABIGAIL.

“I have sinned. I sinned in pride.
So have you all, thinking you have
the answers... We’re not the
potter, but the potter’s clay.”

“God didn’t bring you together to make a
committee or a community. He
brought you here only to send you
further. On a quest.”

“He brought you here only to send you
further. On a quest.”

” I thought Nick’d be the one to lead you, but
the Lord has taken Nick home.”

“... So now you must lead, Stu
Redman.”

ON STU.



“Lead where?” “West.”

OVER MOTHER ABIGAIL’S BED. BOOM UP.

“You will bring no food or water. Nothing 
but the clothes on your backs.”

“I’m in the way of knowing, one of
you won’t reach your destination”

AS DO RAY STU AND FRANNIE.

“which will be the one to
fall...? Apparently that’s not for
us to know.”

“And frances— you will stay here.”

WIDE: BOOM DOWN:

“You are to set out this very day.
You will journey to the Dark Man’s
stronghold. On foot.”

GLEN AND LARRY REACT.



“Lord don’t see fit to tell me why.
Likely got to do with what you’re
carrying inside you, just a
guess...
(before Fran can answer--)
Shh. Shh. Let me finish now.”

“There’s bitter days ahead. Death
and terror, betrayal and tears.
Not all of you’ll live through ‘em.
The Dark Man grows stronger all the
time -

PUSH IN TO RAY AND STU.

“Soon he’ll come to destroy all who’d stand 
against him. This is what God wants of
you.”

PUSH IN TO FRANNIE.

“His kingdom’s in the West and it’s there you 
must go to make your stand.”

PUSH IN TO GLEN AND LARRY. 

“ I know you feel it, too.
So”

PUSH IN TO MOTHER ABIGAIL.

“That is all. I have said my peace.”

And with a final breath Mother Abigail dies.

“What? ...why?”



Our heroes look on. On Mother Abigail AT PEACE.

Rack to a candle as the flame... ...is extinguished.

Pull back from overhead. Alternate end to scene: our heroes seen 
through the curtain...

We pull away.



Drone shot traveling over mountainous 
road. Distantly we see two motorcycles.

As we approach the motorcycles tilt down 
so that we track them directly overhead.

Russian arm: low to the ground leading the 
bikes.

Over Harold to Nadine.

She speeds ahead out of shot. Russian arm: following the bikes. Harold 
accelerates.

Over Nadine: Harold catches up. Harold (trying to yell over the wind): 
Nadine! You can slow down! They’d never 
chase us this far!



Nadine casts a look to Harold. Guns the accelerator.

Pan with them as they race down the road.

Harold looks Down at... ...his speedometer.

High angle: the bikes race beneath us as 
we...



Russian arm: Leading the bikes. Harold (yelling over the wind): Nadine, did 
you hear me? Nadine!

Nadine sees... Nadine pOV of sign.

Harold is too focused on Nadine to notice. Insert: Nadine breaks.

Nadine falls back... continue following 
Harold.

Leading Harold. he looks back to Nadine, 
confused.



Turns... Snap zoom to harold’s eyes reacting to...

K-rail! Harold breaks, the bike sliding out from 
under him.

Pan with Harold as he slides into the k-rail 
and is sent flying.

Low angle: Harold files over the 
embankment 300 fps.

Pan with Harold as he arcs earthward. 
300 fps.

Track Harold as he summersaults through 
the air. 
300 fps



24 fps. Harold lands on a dead tree. Rack to a tree branch impaling his shoulder.

Wider, Harold crying in pain. Rotate 180 to reveal he is upside down.

Wide on Harold stuck. Nadine peers over the edge of the 
embankment.

Harold: get the rope from my saddlebag!



Harold: Nadine! I broke my leg! I need you 
to throw down the rope, help me get outta 
here!

Nadine: it’s better this way, Harold... You see 
that, don’t you?

Harold: “Better?” What the fuck’re you— Nadine: you know how he values loyalty - 
someone who’d betray one side is just as 
likely to betray the other. He’d never’ve let 
you live

HAROLD: what about you? How are you not a 
betrayer in this?

Nadine: I never betrayed him in my heart. 
(Bottom line:) He needs me, and I need him. 
You were never part of that, Harold.

Nadine: I’m sorry. You can end it quickly, if 
you’re brave.

Harold raises gun and fires.



Bullet’s strike k rail. Harold firing madly.

Nadine is gone. Harold: did I get you, you crooked bitch?!

The sound of her motorcycle starting and 
riding away.

Harold screams with anger and frustration 
and betrayal!



Joe staring into the distance. Pull back. Larry crouches into FG.

“You take care of that guitar for
me, little man. I’m gonna need it
when I get back.”

Joe doesn’t respond.

“Okay, then. I’ll see you soon.”

Suddenly joe hugs Larry. Then just as suddenly runs away to..

...Fran. Others get ready to go. Stu comes close to Frannie.



They kiss. “Take care of yourself.”

Stu departs. Frannie and joe step into the street as the 
group heads out.

Pull back from Frannie waving.

Stu waves back to Frannie boom Down to her 
and joe.



Boom down from high road (boulder in 
distance). 

“Eisenhower tunnel’s totally blocked, 
right?”

“We’re gonna have to make do with
backroads and train tracks. Least
for a while.”

“Right. Anybody think about how
we’re gonna get water? Seeing as
every day each of us needs--“

“A gallon give or take.” 
—through to—
“Last I checked.”

“I toured Utah couple summers ago,
opening for this folk duo.“ —through to—
“True... You know how to tell which
ones won’t give us Giardia?”

“What, you figure the “Injun girl”
must know the “ways of Earth” -
least enough to find you water
won’t make you shit yourselves to
death??

“Well... can you?”

“Of course.” Everyone cheers up.



Pull back as they head up into the mountains.

“Are we there yet?”



Vultures circle overhead Boom down to Harold.

Push in —He reaches into his pocket. Takes out the journal.

Reaches into his pocket. Pulls out pen and a payday.

Takes bite. Looks up.



Harold’s pov of vultures. Harold begins to write.



VULTURE PERCHED OVER HAROLD ON THE TREE. HAROLD FINISHES WRITING IN HIS JOURNAL.

HE DROPS THE JOURNAL.
EATS THE LAST OF HIS PAYDAY CHOCOLATE BAR.

INSERT: THE WRAPPER JOINS HIS NOTEBOOK 
AND OTHER DISCARDED WRAPPERS ON THE 
GROUND.

ON HAROLD, TEARFUL. HE LOOKS UP AT...

THE GLARING SUN HAROLD PUTS HIS GUN IN HIS MOUTH.



PROFILE ANGLE: pull back A LONG PAINFUL 
MOMENT...

PULL BACK ALONG THE FENCE, HAROLD SHOOTS 
HIMSELF.

END THE MOVE WITH A BUZZARD WAITING FOR 
HIM IN THE FG.



Drone shot moving past Colorado 
mountains...

Discover our heroes on a ridge.

48 fps... our heroes trudge past us.
Rack deep to see crows circling.

ECu crow eye. Our heroes reflected within. Wider to reveal the crow watching.

Track laterally past crows lined up on a 
fence as our heroes pass in the bg... slide 
into a tree...



Slide out of a tree and continue move revealing it is night and 
our heroes are huddled around a camp fire.

Reveal wolf watching. It slinks back into darkness... its eyes the 
only aspect visible before we are left in...

...darkness... ...and from that darkness we rise over the 
horizon of a road sign upon which are 
perched more crows.

Pull back from a public service road sign. 
Our heroes march on as we...

...tilt up to the sky where stormy clouds 
brew.



...entering it like a cave...

... then we push in towards it’s empty eye 
socket...

Until we are again consumed by darkness.

And now we boom down to find our heroes 
crossing a ridge. As we continue to drop we 
discover countless bodies— a mass grave.
We come to rest on a desiccated corpse...

Fade up on road...

Lightning flashes



See the passing divider lines... Then tilt up...

To find our heroes... now somewhere in utah 
walking towards the rising sun, their 
shadows cast long on the road (weather 
conditions permitting.

 We sweep past them to the sky...

Dissolve to another sky... vultures circle. boom down to Larry.

“Gotta be bad luck - right? - camp
under circling vultures.”

pull back to include glen.

“Not sure luck’s got much to do with
it at this point...
(then--)
We’re in His country now. You can
feel it, can’t you?”

continue back to catch Stu.

“I feel it.”



Reveal motorcycle wreckage. Boom up to 
the group approaching.

“What the he’ll’ re you doing?” “Not right to leave him uncovered.”

... and ray.

“Looks like they’ve got something big...”

The group arrive at the edge of the road.

LARRY: No sign of her...

STU (Agreeing): Either she went on without him or 
she never even made it this far...

GLen: Can you tell how long he’s been down 
there?

“Hard to say - weeks, maybe.”

“Critters been at him. Buzzards’re
just the latest...”



Tilt up from harold’s remains to feasting 
vulture.

“Get out of here!” “Bullshit! Bleeding-heart bullshit.”

Larry POV of harold’s body.

“Fuck him. Little shit murdered
Nick - that’s not right. Let the
buzzards have him.”

“I followed Harold halfway across
the country. He brought me to
Boulder. Doesn’t change, no matter
what he’s done, what the Dark Man
brainwashed him into...”



“Well, a lot of other kids 
played...”

Close on pen writing.

“There was a game we played when we were 
children....”

Push in to journal... diss to:

Larry opens the journal.

Larry reacts to Harold. Boom down to with Larry as he picks up 
harold’s journal.

Starts to read.

“...but I just watched...”

Closer.

PUsh in to Harold writing in journal 
(flashback).

“...out at the sand pit on one of the 
back roads.”



“I was too afraid.”

Pencil exits and from the page we 
dissolve to...

“laughing their heads off.”

And back further booming right to reveal 
Harold’s old bedroom, dust covered.

“...and rolled over and over down...”

Pull back through a window (the ext view 
blown out).

“ I never could get my legs to do it, 
though... To jump.”

Continue to widen to reveal harold’s 
old desk in FG.

“Everyone called me a pansy and I kept going 
back to prove myself.”

Cut to a reverse angle square to his desk. We 
see his broken laptop. pull back...

“but I never did it.
I wonder if, just once, I could
have convinced myself to do it...”

And as we pull back we dissolve to Harold’s 
desk in his basement in a matching angle and 
move. (Note: color shift to cool night).

“They jumped from the top of the pit...”

A white screen...



“ I let myself be misled.”

tilt down in Harold’s basement to a 
table...

 I apologize for the destructive things I’ve done...”

Dissolve to Harold’s basement and continue boom up 
metal shelf containing shrapnel, nails and ball 
bearings.

“I might not have ended up here.”

Continue to pull back and boom down to 
avalanche charges.

“The DARK MAN is real.”

... the rejection letters.

“ I sign this, my final word, by a name
given to me in Boulder. I couldn’t
accept it then”

...with Harold’s manifesto open to the page 
where Fran left it. Push in to the pages.

“And fuck me for letting myself 
turn into something even worse.”

...to reveal photo of Fran...

“ but I do not deny that I did them of my 
own free will.“

Dissolve to Harold’s bedroom and 
continue boom up wall to reveal...

“Well, fuck all those bullying 
assholes...”

Dissolve back to harold’s old 
room and boom up bureau...



“but I take it now
freely. HAWK.”

Dissolve to ECU page of Harold’s journal 
(from exterior location, matching gentle 
zoom in) as Harold signs his new name.

Dissolve to Larry’s eyes.



“Well, fuck all those bullying assholes. And fuck me for letting myself turn into 
something even worse. I apologize for the destructive things I’ve done, but I do not 
deny that I did them of my own free will.“

Dissolve to Larry and push in.

“They jumped from the top of the pit
and rolled over and over down,
laughing their heads off.”

Past rejection notices...

“ I never could get my legs to do it, though.
To jump.”

Past payday chocolate bars...

“Everyone called me a
pansy and I kept going back to
prove myself.”

Past book spines...

“but I never did it.
I wonder if, just once, I could
have convinced myself to do it, if
I might not have ended up here.”

...and finally return to the journal.

“The DARK MAN is
REAL. I let myself be misled.“

“ I sign this, my final word, by a name
given to me in Boulder. I couldn’t
accept it then”



“but I take it now
freely. HAWK.”

Jacket covers harold’s remains.



Low angle wide lens: Nadine blasts by.

Rack focus to discover the smiley pin in 
extreme fG.

Following Nadine (Russian arm).

Wide expanse: Nadine clears the canyon.

Nadine blasts by us.

Angle on blazing desert sun Tilt down to reveal we are moving through a 
canyon.

Now pulling back through the canyon as 
Nadine drives into shot and away from us.



NADINE POV: AN OMINOUS SILHOUETTED FIGURE 
RIPPLING IN THE HEAT.

CLOSER ON NADINE: SQUINTING, TRYING TO 
DISCERN THE IDENTITY OF THE FIGURE.

LONGER LENSE VIEW OF FIGURE: A SHIMMERING 
SPECTRE.

She reacts to something she sees.

Low angle wide lens. Nadine comes to a rest 
staring out into the expanse.

She looks to her right. God’s eye view: she screeches to a stop.

Cu Nadine takes off her helmet.



HER POV OF THE FIGURE, STILL DISTANT.

CLOSER ON NADINE,  THE SUN AND SWEAT 
TEMPORARILY BLINDING HER.

SHE RUBS HER EYES.

LEAD NADINE AS SHE WALKS INTO THE DESERT... 
ALMOST IN HYPNOTIC STATE.

HER HELMET DROPS AND ROLLS OUT OF SHOT...

WIDE ON NADINE AS SHE GETS OFF BIKE. OVER NADINE’S BOOT TO THE FIGURE.

AS SHE STARTS FORWARD TOWARD THE FIGURE.



COMES UP WITH A WHITE PETAL.

ANGLE OVER HER FOOT TO TRAIL OF WHITE ROSE 
PETALS.

BOOM DOWN AND TILT UP TO REVEAL THE TRAIL 
GOES OFF INTO THE EXPANSE.

SHE LEANS DOWN AND REACHES OC

LOW ANGLE WIDE LENS: NADINE LOOKING FOR 
THE FIGURE. IT IS GONE.

THEN REACTS WITH SURPRISE. NADINE’S POV: THE FIGURE HAS VANISHED.

...THEN SOMETHING ELSE CATCHES HER 
ATTENTION.



Lead Nadine’s feet following trail of 
petals.

Sand gives way to a red carpet. Nadine stops.

Boom up to her REACTING TO THIS SURREAL 
MOMENT.

She turns. (THIS NEEDS TO MATCH HER TURN IN 
THE HALLWAY WHICH WE WILL TRANSITION TO 
AFTER THIS SHOT.)

NADINE’ POV OF TRAIL.

TILT DOWN AND BOOM UP OFF THE TRAIL TO FIND 
NADINE FOLLOWING THE TRAIL.

LEAD NADINE FOLLOWING TRAIL... AGAIN SHE 
SEEMS ALMOST HYPNOTIZED.



Petals on the ground leading into the 
desert.

Nadine steps into shot.

Boom up a she walks into the setting sun.  Pull back along the path of petals.

Nadine’s boots enter shot. Continue pulling back to reveal... carpet. 
Nadine pauses...

And we boom up to see she is in a corridor. Reverse: she turns (the sand is gone) to 
look back at the way she came.



Then she turns back to the way ahead.

Follow Nadine’s feet into... The penthouse, where we see flagg (turned 
to the window).

On flagg, back to nadine.

“I was starting to think you’d never get 
here, kid.”

Lead her as she continues to follow the 
trail of petals.

he turns to her.

30 fps.

Angle through the fireplace of nadine 
stepping into the penthouse.

Nadine comes to a rest.



Comes up to camera and we see his smiley pin 
has been replaced by a rose.

Follow flagg as he enters shot, approaches 
Nadine and we see she is now dressed in her 
childhood nighty.

he Comes close

“Nadine, nadine...”

Come around them...

“How I love you nadine.”

...cross to the other side of them....

“We did it...”

“We killed them.”

“Sure you did, baby...”



“I don’t know how many— a lot, I think—“
He kisses her.

Pulls back.
“Harold didn’t make it.”

“Harold was never gonna make it. He was a loyal servant, 
but now his purpose is served. He was never meant to 
ascend to Olympus, live among the Gods... Not like you.”

They kiss again

—clink—

Nadine looks down.

Nadine’s pov of smiley pin on flagg’s jacket.
It winks at her. (Nadine’s reflection visible.)



Nadine reacts... looks down to her feet. Nadine’s feet planted on desert sand.

Flagg draws her eyes back to him.

“Stay with me, baby.”

Smiley face pin is reflected in her eye.

And now the rose is reflected.
She blinks

Her pov of the rose is back on flagg’s 
jacket.

She reacts to...



Flagg comes around behind her.

“You held up your end, Nadine, kept
yourself pure for me. Which is the
reason that now you can be my wife.”

Kisses her neck... begins to undress her.

“Don’t you still want to be my wife.”

Wide over the fire. Flagg pulls off nadine’s 
nighty.

Fire obscures our view.

Come off floor to find nadine and flagg in 
bed.

Flagg holds her hand down.

*from this point onward their lovemaking 
becomes impressionistic, interlaced with 
slow dissolves to fire.



Fire pulsing Flagg

*lens baby  48fps

Fire Nadine

*lens baby  48fps

Fire nadine pauses, uncertain.

“I just... something’s not right.”

*lens baby  48fps

Flagg puts finger to lips.

*lens baby  48fps

Fire.

*note from this point the shots build in 
rhythm and intensity, mirroring their 
lovemaking.



Entangle body parts

*lens baby  48fps

Fire

Fingers and body

*lens baby  48fps

Fire

Nadine’s lips. Flames dance in the FG.

*lens baby  48fps

Flagg’s eye. Fire in the FG.

*lens baby  48fps

Hands. Fire in the FG.

*lens baby  48fps

Nadine mouth. Fire in FG and bg.

*lens baby  48fps



Flagg. Fire in the FG and bg.

*lens baby  48fps

Fire fills the frame

And for an instant we see flagg in his demon 
form.

And we see that nadine and flagg are in the 
desert.

On nadine suddenly lucid. She cries out. And fire consumes the frame.



Boom down from sky to our heroes as the 
walk down the highway.

Stu steps into cu. reacts to...

Behind our heroes: push in and... Boom up to real chasm.

And rocky terrain below. boom up on the group. 

RAY: SOMEBODY OUGHTTA CALL THE HIGHWAY 
DEPARTMENT.



Drone shot: wide on the gorge— a huge wash 
out.

Rise to apprehend the full scale of it— it is 
impassible.

Raking profile of the group

GLEN: NO WAY BUT FORWARD.

Rack to the others looking to him.

Close on rocks. Stu’s foot steps into shot. Dislodges rocks 
and loose earth.

Low angle as Stu climbs own the 
embankment.

Boom down as stu makes perilous descent.



...and jumps down safely to the base of the 
washout.

He turns back to the others, pleased with 
himself.

Reacts surprised as... Kojak trots easily down the side.

...and settles next to stu.

STU (TO KOJAK): SHOWOFF.

Next, glen starts down.

Glen struggles down the embankment. High wide as ray and Larry follow.



Stu helps glen to the bottom. Adjust as glen comes up to Kojak.

On stu, pleased. Slide off rock as the others arrive safely.

GLEN: GO ON, KOJAK!

Kojak stats up the other side.

On Kojak easily climbing The opposite side of 
the gully.

Others watch



Kojak gets to the top.

Over the group to kojak. He barks 
expectantly at them.

Larry starts up first.

Track Larry’s ascent. Angle from the road.

Larry’s hand reaches into view... Larry pulls himself up.



From below: Larry slips. Others watch, fearful.

But Larry gets up to the top. Waves back to 
them.

Raking profile of the stu, ray and glen. Ray 
starts up.

Wide: ray climbing. Ray climbs past camera

Discover glen and stu coming up behind her. Glen looks back to stu.



Slips! Stu catch’s glen.

Stu holding glen. Stu hauls glen up.

With ray as Larry helps her over the lip of 
road.

RAY FIND PURCHASE ON THE ROAD. RAY AND LARRY HELP GLEN UP.



THEY TURN TO O.C. STU. HELP HIM UP

LARRY HELPS STU UP. STU PULLS HIMSELF OVER THE LIP.

...WHEN IT SUDDENLY BREAKS! STU FALLS.

STU TUMBLES DOWN THE SLOPE. GLEN, LARRY AND RAY REACT.



LOW ANGLE: STU HITS A ROCK. SIDE ANGLE: STU HITS ANOTHER ROCK.

STU SLIDES... ...AND DROPS DOWN THE LAST PART OF THE 
SLOPE.

INSERT HIS LEG BREAKS. STU LANDS ON THE GROUND IN AGONY.

HIGH ANGLE: STU CURLED IN AGONY.



THE OTHERS START TO CLIMB DOWN.

LARRY: Holy shit, STU. Holy fucking shit.

STU (fights to stay conscious): Listen...

STU’S POV OF HIS INJURED LEG. TILT UP TO LARRY AS HE REACHES STU.

RAY: Easty, try not to m—

STU: LISTEN! (Gets their attention) My 
kneecap’s dislocated...

LARRY: Your kneecap...?

STU (dizzy with pain): We needa... put it back in 
place. (Looks to ray) Get up by my head, grab 
me under the arms.  YOu too, Glen. x

STU (looks to Larry): You grab my ankle, pull 
the leg straight out till the kneecap slides 
back around...



OVER STU TO LARRY. STU (off Larry’s uncertain frown): IF it 
doesn’t, you’ll have to move it back by 
hand...

STU: You can do it. (STEELING HIMSELF) One... 
two... three!

Cut to kojak reacting to Stu’s cry as his leg 
is pulled.



Larry finishes tying a splint onto Stu’s 
injured let. 

“you guys make camp here.”

Tilt up to Larry.

‘I’ll go find us a stretcher, antibiotics in 
case those cuts infect —“

“I’ll go with you.”

“No.”

STU: She told us this would happen.  One of 
us would fall.  I’m the one.

LARRY (sees where this is going): No, no, no —

STU: We made an agreement, all of us. 
Standing next to Mother Abagail’s deathbed. 
Now we’re gonna live up to it.

LARRY: We’re not gonna leave you —

STU: No way you make it the rest of the way 
carrying me. (No one can deny) We knew what 
we were signing up for...

GLEN (before Larry can object): He’s right, 
Larry.  Whole trip’s based on the idea Mother 
Abagail knew what she was talking about. In 
for a penny...



STU (to Larry): growing up — you went to 
church right?

LARRY: “Good thing my ma’s not here - she’d
slap your face just for acting like
it’s a question.”

“Mine, too. Made me be an altar
boy, only Catholic kid on the whole
block.”

Bet that got you in some scraps.

Push in to Stu.
“One or two, yeah. ... most of the other kids 
(through to) only par of any of it that made 
sense to me.

Yay, though I walk through the
valley of the shadow of death--”

GLEN (re: pack): REst of the bottle’s in the 
front pocket - make sure you take one every 
12 hours. Thing about pain, it’s important to 
stay ahead of it.
STU: All right.



Time cut - later

GLEN: How’s the pain? STU (Grins sleepily): Just fine since you gave 
me that pill...

GLEN (re: pack): REst of the bottle’s in the 
front pocket - make sure you take one every 
12 hours. Thing about pain, it’s important to 
stay ahead of it.
STU: All right.

GLEN: Careful with the dosage - take more 
than three or four at once, likely to be 
fatal... You understand me, East Texas?



STU: I understand. Thank you. GLEN: Pretty damn good to know ya.

STU: IT’s been a pleasure.

STU: Goodbye, GLEN.

GLEN: Goodbye, EAST TEXAS.

Push in to stu.



Slide off the fury to reveal nadine in her 
full glory— wedding dress and shock of 
white hair.

Close on nadine, her white hair blowing 
glamorously in the desert wind.

Music up... (“I put a spell on you”?)

Strip of desert road.

The fury blasts by. On the back of the fury as it races through 
the desert.

Leading the fury... Come around the side to find nadine (flagg 
out of focus in bg)

Wide on flagg standing by his fury. Nadine 
steps into FG.
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Land on nadine happy—stoned. Flagg: Almost home, sweetheart.

The fury blast past camera and we slide to the right to find Las Vegas road sign.

French reverse: nadine looks to flagg. French reverse: flagg looks to nadine.

She rests her head on his shoulder. On nadine...

B



Looks down

Nadine puts her head on flagg’s shoulder.

She feels something painful...

...but the pain passes quickly.

She looks to flagg, content.



Close on stu.
Pull out as he wake to the sound of 
clicking.

Over stu to highway’s lip. Kojak is there. “What are you doing? You’ll give glen a 
heart attack. Get going.”

He throws a rock.

“Go on!”

Rock flies at kojak.

He ducks out of sight.
Stu is relieved.



Then reacts...
Kojak reappears, undaunted.



On a lizard (or maybe it should be a crow). 
Slide right to find glen, Larry and ray.

wide on the valley. 

Glen: Kojak! Here, boy!

GLEN: Kojak!
Larry (to Glen): He probably just went off 
chasing a rabbit.  He’ll catch up.

RAY: What is it, Glen?
GLEN: The other morning I thought I saw... a 
wolf.

RAY: Well, so what? Kojak’s smart.  No 
way he’s gonna take on a wolf - he saw 
one, he’d just run right back to us.  Don’t 
you think, Larry?

LARRY (LYING): I do.
GLEN: He’s a special dog.
RAY: He sure is.

Ray: Should we stop soon?



Car honking makes them turn. Reveal limo. Limo pulls into the FG.

GLEN (all business): Come on.Limo idles.

LLOYD: Hop in, fellas. (Nods to Ray—) And 
“fELETTES.”

Limo door opens. Boom up as...



DRONE shot flying towards highway... Limo zooms past us going on opposite 
direction.

Close on Lloyd.

“Which one of you is redman? I was told he 
was the leader.”

Blows smoke into the lens.

Pan or slide from Lloyd and glen to Larry 
and ray.

“He broke his leg.”

Lloyd and glen

“and you just left him? Whooo that’s cold. 
All right so who’s in charge, is it you 
hippie?”

*two lighting set ups/all dial.

Larry and ray.

“Me.”

*two lighting set ups/all dial.



Lloyd takes out envelope

“Makes sense, like the bible says, “and a 
pansy shall lead them.” Okay listen up, by 
virtue...”

Larry and ray

“Of the power vested in me, I arrest you?”

Lloyd looks to glen.

“By whom?”
“What?”

* WILL NEED NIGHT LIGHTING FOR THIS ANGLE 
ALSO.

Glen looks to Lloyd.

“Who gave you the power to arrest us? Who 
is your boss? What is his name?”

Ray single for all dial.

*two lighting set ups/all dial.

Lloyd single for all dial.

*two lighting set ups/all dial.

Larry single for all dial.

*two lighting set ups/all dial.

Glen single for all dial.

*two lighting set ups/all dial.



Low angle: Lloyd shows off his gun.

*END OF DAYLIGHT PART OF SEQUENCE

Drone shot over the strip lined with 
crucifixes.

Over crucifix to limo driving by. On ray looking out the window.

On Larry looking through his window.

On Glen LOOKING THROUGH HIS WINDOW... 
reacting to...



Their pov of Workers at base of statue. Reveal the sculpture has flagg’s face!

“Render unto Caesar’s...” Stink eye from Lloyd.

*NIGHT LIGHTING.

“Sorry.” Follow the limo deeper into the strip.

Approach jumbo screen.

“We’re not going to have any whining, my 
friends.”

Larry and ray. Their attention drawn to 
flagg.

“We can’t have any pussies, either.”



Closer on the video screen..

“We tried it their way and it didn’t work.”

Inside the screen... flagg.
“That’s right honey.”

Slide from Lloyd and glen to ray and Larry 
watching the video PSA.

Their eyeline drops to... Arch de triumphe...

Closer... a wolf appears. Behind the limo... boom up to reveal the 
inferno hotel.



Moving along the floor (or over shiny 
table).

Find Flagg levitating in front of window.

Slow push in to Flagg floating before the 
vista.

 Gentle boom up: Flagg with eyes 
closed...

Opens his eyes. Flagg’s pov of the limo cruising down the 
strip.

Profile flagg. Nadine soft in the bg.

“Darling, why don’t you head down to
greet our guests?”

Nadine exits.



Nadine comes through the door in FG (we do 
not see her), rat woman and guard.

Follow Nadine.

Ratwoman and guard fall in behind her. On ratwoman and guard as they share a look.

Follow Nadine into the elevator.

Nadine checks her hair in the reflection of 
the glass.  Push in to her reflection 
9perfect and beautiful)

Push in to flagg smiling at a private joke.

Guard and ratwoman step into the elevator, 
and stare quizzically at nadine.



the atrium. Following the trail of nadine’s 
wedding dress. (Ronin)

Boom up to her shoulders. Ray, Larry and 
glen enter.

Exterior limo. Our heroes step out.

“Outcha go shitbirds.”

Continue moving past nadine as our heroes 
react and we move 180 around them.

“Hello, friends.”

Reveal Nadine is sickly and pregnant.

“Welcome to Vegas.”
On our heroes reacting.

Flagg’s pov of limo pulling up to hotel.



Boom down to her pregnant belly.

Then push in as something moves inside.

END OF EPISODE!

On Nadine, oblivious.



Push down hall past guard to see cage.

“So is it everything you thought it would be?”

Slide along cage... Then rack to glen Larry and ray confined 
within.

“What fabulous Las Vegas?...”

Single on ray for all dialogue. Single on glen for all dialogue.

Single on Larry for all dialogue. Pull back from the cage:

“Hope stu knows what he’s missing.”



Stu looking rough and ashen.
Boom over road to take in his predicament.

Push past twig fire. He reaches into a pocket.

Pulls out pills and opens them. Slide right to reveal kojak staring at him.
After a moment—
“Fine. You win...”

Stu relents. Pockets the pills.

“Not yet.”

Wide.

“Happy?”



Boom up over crowd TO REVEAL GIANT VIDEO 
SCREEN FEATURING VIDEO OF LARRY, RAY AND 
GLEN IN THE COURT ROOM.

“You three avowed and natural-born
shitheads...”

Lloyd: — YOu are accused hereby of entering 
New Vegas as spies, with SEDITIOUS intent, 
with stealth, and under the cover of 
darkness...

LL exits reveALING L, R, + G

Larry: Man, you fucking picked us up on the 
interstate in broad daylight.

ESTABLISH JJulie IN ROWDY COURTROOM.

Rat woman: Shut ye the fuck up! Pull back down the center aisle as COURT 
ROOM GOES WILD.

Custodian in the crowd

On the Vegas crowd watching.

“stand before the court, in this YeaR ONE, YEAR OF 
THE PLAGUE...”



Close on flagg.

LLOYD: Know you all that the cohorts of
these men have sent other spies
among us...

Over crowd to Lloyd. slide left.

“But our savior -- in his mercy --
has decided to give these three
particular shitbirds a chance to
avoid the same fate.”

Over crowd to glen, ray and Larry. Slide right.

“...Simple, what they gotta do --
renounce the witch and her lies,
swear loyalty to the motherfucking
one true king.”

“Come on, now, don’t be shy.”

Glen, Larry and ray give him nothing. “You think the witch’d stand up for
you, she was here in your place?
Don’t see her dragging her old
bones across the goddamn Rockies.”

Slide off fireplace to find levitating Flagg.

Flagg’s pov of vid screen out the window.

LLOYD: “...and they have been
fucking killed.—“



He leans into Larry

“How’s about you, Betty Lou? Big
Man says you were about to be a
rock star when Tripps hit. Doncha’ want another 
shot? Or would you really rather die screaming?”

“How long do you plan to keep going
with this?”

Gasps from the crowd.

Rat woman pounds her gavel.

Order!

“Speaking of, been meaning to ask --
whose authority’s this court under?”

“Who d’ya think, stupid?”

“Mr. Henreid, please!”
(to Glen)
“This Court is convened under the
authority of Randall Flagg, the
Greatest--”

Lloyd gets close. 

“You don’t owe her shit. She sent
you here to die. But it don’t have
to go that way. Still time to jump
on the team, come on in for the big
win...”

More commotion from the crowd.



Glen STEPS FORWARD

GLEN (CUTTING HER OFF): “RANDALL FLAGG, 
MOTHER OF DRAGONS, QUEEN OF THE ANDALS 
AND THE—“

RATWOMAN POUNDS HER ‘GAVEL’.

RATWOMAN: SHUT YOUR GODDAMNED MOUTH!!!

THE GAVEL FLIES OUT OF HER HAND

LLOYD (WHISPERING): “CAREFUL, MAN.  YOU KNOW 
HE’S WATCHING...”

GLEN: “I DON’T UNDERSTAND - WHAT ARE YOU SO 
AFRAID OF?”

RAT WOMAN: “MR. BATEMAN, IF YOU CAN’T KEEP 
QUIET, I’M GONNA HAVETA ASK THE BAILIFF TO 
GOUGE YOUR EYES OUT AND SKULL-FUCK THE 
HOLES...”

GLEN: “WHY WON’T HE FACE US HIMSELF?”

LLOYD: “WHAT THE FUCK MAKES YOU THINK YOU’RE 
SO SPECIAL?”

LARRY: “MEAN TO TELL US YOU TROT OUT ALL THIS 
HOOPLA FOR EVERY TRAFFIC TICKET IN VEGAS? 
YOU JUST TOLD US HE’S WATCHING —“



GLEN: “ARE YOU WATCHING? SHOW YOURSELF, WHY 
DON’T YOU? COWARD.”

LL CLOCKS G

Larry and ray react GLEN: “MY GOD. YOU’RE ALL TERRIFIED OF HIM.”

GLEN: “I MEAN — IS THAT ALL HE HAS OVER YOU? 
FEAR?”

LLOYD: “DON’T TALK ABOUT HIM THAT WAY —“

GLEN: “IT’S SO MUCH MORE PATHETIC THAN I 
THOUGHT.  LOOK AT YOU, YOU’RE SHAKING, JUST 
AT THE MENTION OF HIS NAME.”

RAT WOMAN: “YOU ARE HEREBY FOUND IN 
CONTEMPT OF COURT.”



GLEN: “OH, GO FUCK YOURSELF.” RAT WOMAN: “BAILIFF, SHOOT THAT MAN!”

GLEN: YOU’RE THE BAILIFF? I THOUGHT YOU WERE 
THE PROSECUTOR! WHAT KIND OF COURT ARE YOU 
RUNNING HERE?

RAT WOMAN: LLOYD. DO IT.

L + R REACT TO GUN.

HERO CROWD REACTION. LLOYD: “STOP FUCKING TELLING ME WHAT TO DO! 
(TO GLEN) YOU BETTER SHUT YOUR MOUTH, FUCKO. 
YOU’RE TALKING YOURSELF INTO GETTING SHOT.”

GLEN: “BY WHOM? BY YOU? I DON’T BELIEVE SO, 
MY FRIEND.”

Counsel, approach the bench!



Lloyd marches up to the bench “What the fuck is your problem?”

Through to—

“You’re embarrassing us.”

Lloyd levels the gun at glen 

“I’M NOT FUCKING SHAKING --!”

“This isn’t who you are, is it?
Look at you, you’re shaking -“

CUSTODIAN REACTION.



GLEN: “YOUVE NEVER DONE IT BEFORE, HAVE YOU? 
KILLED A MAN.”

LLOYD: “YOU SHUT UP!”

GLEN: “YOU DON’T HAVE TO START NOW.  NOT 
BEGGING FOR MY LIFE, MIND YOU.  I’M 
BEGGING FOR YOURS. YOU CAN STOP THIS RIGHT 
NOW. I MEAN, LOOK AT YOURSELF. WHAT IS —“

Push in down the aisle:

GLEN (INDICATES RAT WOMAN): WHAT IS THIS, YOU 
TAKE ORDERS FROM HER NOW?

LLOYD: I TAKE ORDERS FROM ONE MAN.

Then adjust to glen as he turns to crowd

GLEN: “but why takE orders from anyone at 
all? Least of all, him? Because in the light 
of day, he’s nothing.”

G TURNS TO Lloyd.

GLEN: he’s nothing without your fear; without 
your adulation, he ceases to be.  Can you not 
see (that) —

BLAM! REVERSE: SLO mo - gLEN SHOT



G falls revealing LL. L + r react slo-mo.

rw reacts SLO-MO Hero crowd reaction slo-mo.

Julie REACTS SLO-MO GLEN BLEEDING ON THE FLOOR.

GLEN: “it’s all right, mr. henreid.  YOu don’t 
know any better.”

Push in to LL. G looks to l + r.



G POV OF l + r. G looks to camera.

G POV OF CAMERA LENS
(SEE HIS REFLECTION)

A LOOK OF SATISFACTION CROSSES GLEN’S FACE 
AND THEN...

LLOYD FIRES AGAIN!

L HOLD R BACK.

LARRY: NO!

CROWD JUMPS BACK AS LLOYD EMPTIES HIS GUN.

GLEN SHOT MULTIPLE TIMES.



THE CUSTODIAN REACTS... SHOCKED BY WHAT HE 
SEES.

LL DROPS GUN.

LLOYD: “WHAT THE FUCK ARE YOU ALL STARING AT? 
GET THEM OUT OF HERE. SENTENCE IS DEATH.”

LL TURNS TO RW.

LLOYD (TO RAT WOMAN): THE PROSECUTION 
RESTS.

LL CUTS THROUGH CROWD.

VEGAS CROWD REACTS TO THE SHOOTING. FLAGG’S FEET HIT THE FLOOR.

EXT. VEGAS
GLEN’S BODY ON SCREEN.



FLAGG BEWILDERED.



Come off partition .... to find Larry and ray.

square on to them. push in for all their 
dialogue together.

They react to...

“Bitch, you look bad.” Nadine and guard. Their dialogue.

Wes, have her taken away. I want *
to talk alone with Larry

Ray and a guard arrive.

“Larry.”



Guard takes ray away.

“Hey fuck you buddy.”

.... to find l.

“I didn’t think I’d see you again.”

Nadine steps into FG.

Larry: Nadine — what the — what happened?

Nadine: he called me, and I came.  And now — 
I’m carrying his prince. 

Boom down to n’s belly.



Larry: Jesus, Nadine — do you hear yourself? Nadine: did anyone else make it?

Larry: yeah, you somehow managed to not 
kill everyone with harold’s bomb. It was 
Harold, wasn’t it? I mean — seriously 
Nadine, what the fuck?

Nadine: how do you mean?

Larry: The vigil.  You kept the kids away.  
Sabotaged my ride, kept me away —

nadine crouches close. Push in.

Nadine: I didn’t want you to get hurt.
Larry: but why would you want to hurt them? So you could 
come here, and become...this?
Nadine: this is who I’ve always been, Larry.  I took me 
coming here to really understand..

Larry: this isn’t you, Nadine.  I know you. Nadine: this is what I was born for.  To be 
this, for him.



Larry: how can you believe that? (Studying 
Her) What’s he done to you?

Nadine (playful): I’ll have you know, you’re 
talking about the father of my child.

Larry (realizing): YOu don’t see it. (Then—) 
Nadine, you gotta look around you.  Take a 
deep breath, something.  The hold he’s got 
on — on all of you — you gotta look past 
that now.

Nadine: Oh, Larry. (She shakes her head) You 
shouldn’t have come here.

L gets up, searching.

Larry (furious, inarticulate): Nadine, fucking, 
just —

N Stands while Larry searches.

L grabs bowl.

Larry: look at yourself, Nadine. Look what 
he’s done to you!

Holds it up.



N oblivious.

Nadine: He’s made me...complete.

Larry: NO! Nadine, look — !

N Looks closer. N’s POV of her reflection.

Push in On n — the truth sinking in.

Nadine: Larry — ? What —

Suddenly reacts in pain.

Low angle.
N doubles over.

N takes a knee.
Larry: Nadine? Hey —



N’s belly exposed — movement within! L sees it.

Nadine: oh god — I think it’s coming — Nadine collapses on the floor. Larry goes 
to her. Pull back. 

Larry: Help. Hey, help! Help us — !



Wheelchair-cam. Low on Nadine pushed 
through atrium.

Nadine’s pov of crowd.

Lead Lloyd pushing Nadine through crowd.

“Give her room! Get the fuck out of
the way, let us through!”

Slide left as Nadine is wheeled into the 
elevator.

View outside the elevator. It rises out of shot.

Nadine cries out. Come off fireplace to reveal Nadine in 
makeshift operating room.

“Something’s wrong!”



Flagg steps up. Boom down on Nadine.

Baby pushes against her belly. Nadine looks over horizon of her belly.

“I think Something’s wrong.”

Over Nadine to Lloyd, Flagg, and Rat woman. Ratwoman holds up needle.

Nadine gets up

(New dialogue?)

Angle through window. Nadine stares out at 
the expanse.

“You knew, didn’t you? You’ve
always known.”
“Known what?”



“This... thing you’ve got growing
inside me...’

Nadine turns to Flagg (reflected).

“No way I survive
bringing it into the world.”

Flagg comes up to her.

“Don’t be silly. You’re my queen.

Close on Nadine contemplating.

“Nadine will be my queen...”

She holds the stone. Nadine seems to relent. 

“That’s my girl...”

Nadine turns cold. She tears off the necklace.



Nadine pulls back (her reflection) ...punches through the glass.

300 fps.

Close on Flagg crying out. Glass falling in 
FG.

300 fps.

Nadine’s hair slips through flagg’s fingers.

300 fps.

Nadine falls through the glass. Tilt down.

Low looking up as Nadine plummets (Flagg in 
the BG).

Tracking nadine’s descent in slow mo.



Slow mo Nadine beatific as she falls. Wide Nadine falls.

Tilting with Nadine as she impacts oculus.. Nadine plummets through oculus.

...and splats on the ground. Low on Flagg by broken window. Boom up.

Land on a CU Flagg. Lloyd, ratwoman and others gather.



Their POV of splatted Nadine. Widening pool 
of blood. On Flagg from behind.

He turns.

“Lloyd, cancel the nursery.”



Slide off rock to find sleeping Stu 
and kojak.

Kojak perks up... troubled.

Split diopter: over sleeping stu to rock. A 
wolf emerges.

Wolf growls.

Kojak charges through frame. Revealing stu. Push in to him.

He is suddenly woken by barking and sounds 
of violence.

Stu turns to the rock. Tries to move but his 
leg won’t let him.



Over stu to r0ck.
Push into stu struggling to move.

Push in to rock. Sounds of violence give way 
to disturbing silence.

On stu, anxious.

Kojak emerges, muzzle smeared in blood. He limps to stu.

“C’mere boy.”

“Shhhh, it’s okay. — how much of this is yours. 
Looks like not much.... that was a helluva 
job, boy. For a second, I thought we were 
really in trouble...

Angle on base of rock... trickle of blood 
snaking over the ground.



Elevator doors. Open to reveal Lloyd. He steps out.

Lloyd leads us down the hall to ratwoman. End in 50/50. Cover dialogue.

RAtwoman Cu for dialogue. Lloyd cu for dialogue.

Back to 50/50. Flagg shows up in BG.

“Is the stage ready?”



“Yessir. All set. Five by five.”

“Just waiting for your go-ahead.”

“I got a little job for you first.”



Elevator doors. Open to reveal ratwoman in bellhop outfit.

Wider: pull back as she wheels service cart 
into kitchen.

On Larry.  Ratwoman appears (out of focus) 
in bg.

Rack to her as she wheels up to him. On Larry.

On ratwoman— a beat.

“Mr. underwood.”

Over canapé to Larry.

“May I present....”



Tray lifted to reveal white hair. On ratwoman — drinking in the moment.

Gentle push in to Larry struggling to 
repress his horror.

Slow boom up to reveal Nadine’s head.

On partition. Slide right. To find Larry asleep on the floor.

Land on couple sets of legs. “Rise and shine, rockstar.”



Larry’s pov of Lloyd and two goons.

“Time to go live the rest of your life...”



Slide off wall as cuffed and hooded Larry is 
marched towards camera by Lloyd and a 
bodyguard.

Lead them around the corner...

...where they meet ray.

“That you ray?” —through to—

They come through curtained entrance to pool.

“Sheeeit - for you... Fact you better hope you’re 
almost over, ‘cause the next few minutes is liable 
to be... unpleasant.”

Lloyd takes off their hoods. Spotlights blind them as we begin to wrap 
around...

...to reveal cameraman Then tilt up to crowd (chanting?)



Continue past balconies... ...oculus...

...and back down the other side... ...past more denizens...

...to find ratwoman, who crosses...

“And... back on Julie...”

...to a wall of monitors featuring ray and 
Larry as they are led into the pool...

... continue to push in as Julie pops on 
screen...

...and as the monitor fills our frame we 
transition to full resolution...

“I’m back, Y’all!”



...and wrap 180 around Julie to see the 
adoring crowd.

“And guess who I’ve got here—“

Slide right over crowd as Lloyd runs up to 
Julie.

“Mister! Loyd! Henreid!”

Over Lloyd and Julie to the cheering crowd.

“ay-Kay-ay, “my man” —

ECU Julie.

”...and right hand man to EVERYONE’S MAN...”

“FLAGG... FLAGG... FLAGG... FLAGG... FLAGG...” ANGLE FROM POOL AS THE CROWD CHANTS...

“FLAGG... FLAGG... FLAGG... FLAGG... FLAGG...”

PULL BACK WIDE ON CASINO.

“FLAGG... FLAGG... FLAGG... FLAGG... FLAGG...”

PUSH IN OVER 2ND FLOOR LANDING TO 
BALCONIES.

“FLAGG... FLAGG... FLAGG... FLAGG... FLAGG...”



ANGLE ON TOM’S OLD BOSS (TOB) IN THE 
CROWD.

“FLAGG... FLAGG... FLAGG... FLAGG... FLAGG...”

PUSH IN TO FLAGG (IN HIS GREEN ROOM) 
SILHOUETTED AGAINST HIS SIGIL BACK TO 
CAMERA WHILE DISTANTLY WE HEAR THE 
CHANTING CROWD.

ANGLE FROM BAR AS THE CROWD QUIETS.

“Ain’t he the cutest... makes me just wanna 
eat him right up.”

“LLOYD, WE ALL JUST WATCHED YOU ESCORT THE 
TRAITORS TO FACE THEIR PUNISHMENT— HOW 
DID THEY SEEM TO BE FEELING?”

“IN A WORD, “SCARED.” Back in the pool: RAY AND LARRY are FORCED TO 
THEIR KNEES.

“Well, that’s understandable - gotta
know what’s coming to’m. “

A CHAIN IS PULLED THROUGH A RING IN THE 
FLOOR OF THE POOL... ...WRAPPED AROUND LARRY’S HANDCUFFS.



THE CHAIN IS LOCKED. “Crossing Mr. Flagg’s got consequences, you 
know it y’all!”

Pull out from LARRY AND RAY as the guards depart 
revealing them chained to the bottom of the pool.

...Julie and Lloyd.

“Okay, folks, I’m hearing it’s about
that time... We promised you the
fire and, boy, did we deliver!
Lloyd?”

Julie leans in to Lloyd.

“Whatever your problem is, you need
to snap the fuck out of it. People
are watching.”

Lloyd doesn’t respond.

High angle: guards depart and we rise and 
pull back to...

REVERSE: LLOYD TAKES THE MIKE.

“Right you are, Julie. And now its my 
pleasure to introduce the man who will 
light the match, the man who shook the 
world.  Walking dude, himself.”



Mister... randall... flaaaaaaaaaag!” SLO-mo move low over hallway (crowd 
audible from outside)

Flagg’s iconic boots enter shot... ...and we follow them, the crowd growing 
louder and louder...

Slo-mo behind flagg’s head as approaches a 
curtain.

Other side of the curtain...



It parts to reveal flagg. AND AS HE STEPS FORWARD WE ADJUST TO 
reveal he is on a balcony looking down at 
his people.

Push in to ratwoman.

“Stay on him.”

Hand-held EnG cam angle from balcony 
looking down on cheering crowd...

Swish up to flagg... ...and zoom in!

“Citizens of New Vegas -- WELCOME! 
From the ashes of Captain Trips, we 
have risen! “

On crowd cheering. Rapid push in through crowd cheering at 
flagg (visible in bG).



Track right through mesh as Larry and ray 
react.

ON FLAGG FEEDING ON THE ADULATION.

THE CROWD REFLECTED IN HIS PIN cheering.

boom up

“We’ve already begun our rise from the tomb of 
Captain Trips toward the golden promise of
a future we never could’ve dreamt
of in the world that was.”

CHEERS.

TOB CHEERS.

SLOW BOOM UP.

“But now that future is under
threat. A new infection looms -
except this infection isn’t new at
all. This is the last gasp of the
world that was.”

Flagg gestures to ray and Larry.

“These traitors kneeling before you
today.”



Boom down to ray and Larry.

“They want to shackle you once again in the chains of 
their invented morality. They were sent here by 
people who don’t want you to enjoy the freedom --  
the possibilities this new world offers.

CROWD BOOS.

BOOING FROM BALCONY. LLOYD AND JULIE BOOING.

SLOW PUSH IN TO FLAGG.

“These poor, deluded fools worship an old 
witch. An old witch who has brainwashed 
them into believing that Captain Trips was 
the Apocalypse. And maybe she’s right. 
Maybe it was the Apocalypse -- if you were 
crooked hedge fund manager or a fat CEO.”



OVER FLAGG TO THE CROWD as they boo! Fuck 
those guys!

“But YOU. You, the regular, honest, hard working 
people who made this nation great...”

“-- you know that the Apocalypse happened long before 
anyone even heard of Captain Trips. Because there’s 
never been enough to go around. And you’ve always 
been on the side that got the short end of the stick.”

profile flagg. Rack to balcony in bg (or split 
diopter?

“Nature contains winners and losers. Predators 
and prey. Only this time WE ARE THE PREDATORS, AND 
THEY ARE THE PREY!!!.”

Pull back through Crowd cheering.

Pull back from spectators on balconies 
cheering.

RATWOMAN THROUGH MONITORS.

“ON THE CROWD. LET THEM SEE THEMSELVES.”

HH ENG ANGLE ON CROWD cheering. OVER CROWD TO THEIR IMAGE ON VIDEO 
SCREEN.



Guard cranks a valve. Push in to Larry and ray.

They turn to... Pipes which vomit water.

High angle on flagg. He looks up, shuts his 
eyes listening to something only he can 
hear.

Boom up to flagg.

“Now what say we get this party started?”

Flagg gives a look to Lloyd. Lloyd gives a signal



Strobe lighting. Sweep over the crowd as 
they go wild.

Over flagg to crowd.

“First we drown the rats, then we burn the witch. 
Rid ourselves of this infection for good....”

Rat woman through monitors.

“And... cut to airport.

Over the crowd to video of air strip with 
waiting plane.

“As we speak, a plane is being readied to carry the 
biggest fire mankind’s ever seen to the witch and 
her minions.”

“My loyal protege is en route now with his precious 
cargo for you to bless. After which, I will 
personally board that plane and unleash holy hell 
on the other side of the mountains. My fellow 
citizens -- WHO’S READY FOR SOME FIREWORKS!?!

48 fps, water cascades down into the pool.
High angle as water fills the pool.

Tilt up to flagg as techno music kicks in



Sweep over the crowd.

“BURN! THEM! DOWN!... BURN! THEM! DOWN!”

On TOB, looking wary of the crowd.

“Burn! them! Down!”

On ray and Larry.

“Burn! them! Down!”

*level 1 water

Rapid push in to ratwoman

“To the drone in 3.. 2... 1.”

Drone shot of trash’s approach on the strip. Same on the giant video screen.

“Track with Lloyd.”“FELLOW CITIZENS OUR MOMENT IS AT HAND!”



LLOYD COMES INTO POOL AREA trailed by 
cameraman.

BOOM UP AS HE APPROACHES POOL...
Retracts baton.

Track Lloyd as he COMes UP TO LARRY AND ray.

“Got anything to say...”

*Level 2 water.

“Now’ s the time.”

*Level 2 water.

“I will fear no evil.”

*Level 2 water.

“Bullshit.” Track left as trash drives further down the 
strip.



Back in the pool:

“I will fear no evil!”

*STAGE 2 WATER

‘STOP SAYING THAT!”

“I WILL...”

*STAGE 2 WATER

LARRY ON THE GIANT SCREEN:

“...FEAR NO EVIL!”

TOB BECOMING SYMPATHETIC. LLOYD LOOKS UP TO FLAGG.

*STAGE 2 WATER

FLAGG GIVES HIM THE STINK EYE. LLOYD QUICKLY TURNS BACK TO  HOLDS UP BATON.



“I WILL FEAR NO—“

*STAGE 2 WATER

WHACK!

*STAGE 2 WATER

ON FLAGG, PLEASED. ON LARRY, BLOODY.

*STAGE 2 WATER

HE LOOKS UP, UNDETERRED.

“I WILL FEAR NO EVIL.”

ON LLOYD, PISSED.

HE RAISES BATON. ANGLE THROUGH MESH: LLOYD BEATS LARRY.

*STAGE 2 WATER



ON RAY reacting. SLO-MO BLOOD IN THE WATER.

ON CAMERAMAN, GETTING IT ALL... ...ON SCREEN: LARRY BEATEN.

*STAGE 2 WATER

PUSH IN TO TOB. SUDDENLY HE CALLS OUT.

“I WILL FEAR NO EVIL!”

FLAGG WHIRLS AROUND, EYES RED.

“WHO SAID THAT?!”

ON LARRY, looks up.

*STAGE 2 WATER



ON LLOYD STOPS HIMSELF... LOOKS UP AT... FRIGHTENED FACES... the crowd is hushed.

“Lloyd. Shoot that woman (man?)!” OVER FLAGG. SOMEONE ELSE CALLS OUT:

“I WILL FEAR NO EVIL.”

TRACK RIGHT, WIDE ON THE CASINO. MORE 
VOICES CALL OUTL:

“I WILL FEAR NO EVIL!”

LLOYD, RAY AND LARRY REACT TO THE VOICES.

“I WILL FEAR NO EVIL!”

*STAGE 2 WATER

“Lloyd!” “No. No. No.”



Wide on hotel 
tower... distant 
storm 
brewing... tilt 
down to trash 
driving up to the 
entrance.

Interior lobby. Sliding doors open and 
trash drives in. O.C. We hear flagg:

“More traitors in our midst! More
SPIES!”

Camera behind trash. People react to his 
arrival.

“The old witch must really
be desperate. Where are they!”

Lateral track past flame pillars as trash 
drives up...

“Point them out now! Better yet,
tear them to pieces!”

Landing in a cu, revealing his deteriorated 
state.

The crowd audibly reacts to trash and the 
nuke.

Flagg reacts to the disturbance, sees... boom down to trash.

“I brought it... I brought you the
fire... My life for you...
Please...”



Flagg turns to o.c. Lloyd.“Please.... I’m sorry....”

Bloody Larry, looks up.

On trash looking around, confused.

““Where is he?”

Over trash... he’s looking right at flagg but 
somehow doesn’t see him.

“He’s gone! What’d
you do to him?”

Then trash looks up reacting to...

Lloyd in the pool, makes his way out.

*STAGE 3 WATER



Over trash to the oculus. Boom up past him 
to see...

Clouds gather.

Track left as clouds surround the hotel. TRACK RIGHT: Fingers of clouds wrap around 
the hotel.

TRACK LEFT TO SEE THE HOTEL ENSHROUDED BY 
CLOUD.

BOOM DOWN AS CLOUDS FILTER INSIDE.

BOOM DOWN TO THE CROWD, ENRAPTURED BY THE 
SIGHT.

BOOM DOWN TO RAY AND LARRY REACTING.

*Stage 3 water



BOOM DOWN TO LLOYD, WHO STEPS FORWARD 
AMAZED.

BOOM DOWN TO JULIE, LIKEWISE AMAZED.

BOOM DOWN TO RATWOMAN ALSO AMAZED. BOOM DOWN TO TRASH, LOOKING PLEASED.

BOOM DOWN TO FLAGG, LOOKING WORRIED FOR 
THE FIRST TIME.

ECU, HE LOOKS DOWN AT...

...HIS HAND, THE HAIRS RISE WITH STATIC 
ELECTRICITY.

ON THE OCULUS AS LIGHTNING FLASHES.



HIGH ANGLE AS ELECTRICITY JUMPS BETWEEN 
THE RINGS (THE CROWD VISIBLE BELOW).

LOW ANGLE: THE LIGHTNING JUMPS FROM THE 
RINGS...

WHIP PAN TO VIDEO SCREEN IS STRUCK BY LIGHTNING. PAN RIGHT AS ANOTHER BOLT OF 
LIGHTNING IGNITES ONE OF FLAGG’S BANNERS.

BEHIND FLAGG: SPARKS SHOWER IN THE BG. FLAGG SHIELDS HIS EYES FROM THE LIGHT.

THE CROWD RETREATS. LOW ANGLE THROUGH THE CROWD. LIGHTING 
CONDUCTED BY THE RINGS AND SHOOTING OUT 
EVERY WHICH WAY.



TILT DOWN TO FLEEING CROWD. LIGHTNING 
BLASTING THE HOTEL.

ON JULIE RUNNING OFF THE STAGE.

LEAD JULIE RUNNING WITHIN THE CROWD. SHE IS STRUCK BY LIGHTNING!

AND EXPLODES. SPLATTERING THE LENS.

Larry and Ray react to the chaos.

*STage 4 water



TRACK RIGHT THROUGH THE STAMPEDING CROWD. 
FOCUS DEEP ON FLAGG WATCHING HELPLESSLY.

TRACK LEFT THROUGH BALUSTRADE AS CROWD 
RUSHES BY.

HIGH ANGLE FROM LANDING AS CROWD RUSHES 
BENEATH.

TRACK AND ROTATE 180 (WHILE OTHER PEOPLE 
RUSH BY OVER THE LANDING...

AND PUSH PAST RAILING TO FOLLOW THE CROWD 
BELOW...

...AS THEY RUSH TO THE EXIT. But the doors 
won’t open.

PEOPLE ARE CRUSHED AGAINST THE GLASS. ...glass breaks and a man drops...



Lands on the ground. Then is crushed by the escaping crowd.

RATWOMAN ABANDON’S HER STATION. ...BUT IS ALSO STRUCK BY LIGHTNING. HER BODY 
BLOWS APART AND WE FOLLOW THE GORE



...WHICH HITS THE FENSE SURROUNDING THE 
POOL.

*stage 5 water from this point until 
the end of the seq.

CONTINUE PUSHING IN AND RACK DEEP TO SEE 
LARRY AND RAY NEARLY UNDERWATER.

“OH GOD, LARRY...”

“LOOK AT IT, RAY!” “OH, GOD!”

“DON’T BE AFRAID.” THE WATER RISES OVER RAY’S FACE.

LARRY UNDER WATER TOO. LOOKS TO RAY, 
MOUTHS: 
“DON’T BE AFRAID.”

RAY DOES HER BEST TO CALM, AND RETURN HIS 
SMILE.



OUTSIDE: A LUCKY FEW ESCAPE. TRACK LEFT AS A MAN ON FIRE RUNS THROUGH 
THE CROWD.

LLOYD RUNS INTO FG AND FOLLOW HIM. TILT UP (OFF HIS LOOK) TO RING AS CABLES 
BREAK.

THE RING SWINGS DOWN TILT BACK TO LLOYD AS HE DUCKS OFF CAMERA

JUST BEFORE THE RING SWINGS OVERHEAD LLOYD STRAIGHTENS



THEN TURNS IN TIME TO SEE THE RING SWING 
BACK!

KILLING HIM INSTANTLY.

RING FINISHES IT’S ARC JUST AS... ...ALL THE RINGS COLLAPSE INTO THE LOWER 
LEVEL (WHILE CROWD RUNS PAST IN FG).

DUST AND DEBRIS BILLOW UPWARD. BOOM UP TO FLAGG, BLINDING LIGHT 
ILLUMINATING HIM.

Angle behind flagg to reveal ball lightning 
forming.

Wide: ball lighting suspended in space.



Boom down to Trash as he climbs up on to 
cart...

Smiling...

Trash opens his arms welcoming the end. Flagg sees what is about to happen.

“No!!”

He raises his hands defensively. Flagg cries with an inhuman roar:

“NOOOOOO!!!!!!!!”

TENDRIL OF LIGHTING STRIKES FLAGG. FLAGG LIT  UP  WITH ELECTRICITY.



FOR AN INSTANT WE GLIMPSE HIS DEMON 
FORM...

...AND THEN HE IS GONE.

ON BALL OF LIGHTNING 
WHICH SENDS ANOTHER 
BOLT TO TRASH AND THE 
NUKE.

Push in on THE NUKE AS IT LIGHTS UP. (SLO-MO) ON TRASH (SLO-MO) AS ELECTRICITY DANCES 
AROUND HIM.

AND THEN A BLINDING FLASH. A LAST LOOK BETWEEN RAY AND LARRY 
UNDERWATER. SLO-MO.



LOW ANGLE UNDERWATER. A MOMENT OF SILENCE 
AND PEACE. SLO-M0.

THE WORLD LIGHTS UP.

A PILLAR OF LIGHT RISES OUT OF THE HOTEL AS THE NUKE DETONATES.

FROM THE DESERT FLOOR WE SEE THE MUSHROOM 
CLOUD RISE OUT OF VEGAS.

...AND THEN THE BLAST CONSUMES US.



Boom down on stu...
As he is illuminated by a soft glow.

Stu’s pov of glow in sky. Stu sits up, just as he hears a distant boom. 
Followed by a tremor.

Dust and debris rain down. ...envelop stu and kojak.



Storm A figure materializes

Comes up to us... It’s Tom!

“TOM..”

Start pull back with Tom as he reacts to voice.

“Who’s that? You lost in here, too?
(then --) “Hello, my name is--”

“I know your name. Please stop walking, 
Tom. It’s not safe.”

Tom stops moving.

Slide right to find another figure coming towards 
us...

“Thank you. —through to—

“I thought the lady who gave me the note might be 
planing to come with me—“

...it’s nick!

“Tom, open your eyes.”



Tom turns and we wrap around nick.

“Nick!!! My main man!

Tom hugs.

Tom whirls nick around his arms opening nick 
to us...

“Hello, Tom.”

“It isn’t nice to lie to a friend, you know? I 
mean, I’m still real
happy to see you and I’m happy your
eye looks like it healed up but--“

“I wasn’t lying, Tom. I swear.”

“So you really couldn’t talk?
So how come now you can?”

Adjust to reveal that Nick is now behind Tom.

“‘Cause it’s the only way I can make you 
understand me.”

Adjust to 50/50.

“‘Cause it’s the only way I can make
you understand me.”

Next section of dialogue in singles:

“Stu’s in trouble” —through to—
“I believe in you.



“You still haven’t told me how to
find St--“

Reacts to BARKING.

TOM’S POV OF SOMETHING IN THE STORM...

KOJAK! “Kojak! Is Glen with you? Have you
seen Stu? Can you take us to hi--“

TOM TURNS. NICK IS GONE. WITH KOJACK AS HE RUNS UP TO TOM.

“All right, Boy - show me where he’s AT.”

Next section of dialogue in singles:

“Stu’s in trouble” —through to—
“I believe in you.

Cover same dialogue in 50/50

“Stu’s in trouble” —through to—
“I believe in you.



KOJAK HEADS OUT. K0JAK RUNNING AWAY FROM US.

AND TOM RUNS AFTER HIM. ...CASTS A FINAL WALK  BACK TO  WHERE NICK 
HAD BEEN.

THEN VANISHES INTO THE STORM.



Pull back on the hub. Joe and Frannie enter in FG.

head up the walk.

“Mrs. Sophia says you’re making progress...”

Reverse:

“She’s hoping next week,
you’ll want to actually sing a few
lines while you play --“

Joe grows into CU. Stops. Looks up. Frannie follows his gaze...

...reacts... Above, the sky glows.



On frannie and joe reacting.

“Joe, let’s get inside.”

But joe won’t move.

Wider to see the mountains and the glimmering 
sky, which fades back to darkness.

“Joe...”

“He’s gone.”

Frannie crouches down to joe.

“Who’s gone?... Stu?”
“The dark man.”
“How do you know that.”

Can you see what’s happened? Can
you see Stu?
(still nothing)
Joe, answer me!

Isolate frannie.

“Joe, please.”

She reacts to sound of water.

On the ground: her water broke. Low angle on Frannie.

“Oh, shit.”



Close on stu delirious.

“Turn your pumps off! He’s coming.
The Dark Man’s coming...”

Go, Frannie, take the baby!
(re: Figure)
I’ll hold him here...

Angle on Stu’s pov of ominous figure (out of 
focus).

He leans into focus... it’s Tom!

“Stu! Stu, my laws! It’s me, Tom!”

“Cullen! My laws!”
“...Tom...?”
“did I hear you say frannie’s out here, too?”

It’s real good to see you, Tom...”

And with that, stu passes out... And drifts out of focus.



*note, this entire sequence shot at 48 
fps.

“Feels like every day we’re making
progress.”

Rack to leaves... they’re paper... slide 
left...

Reveal Frannie and Sofia adding desks to 
classroom.

“Question is, where are
we headed?”

Slow Zoom in to Frannie...

“And how much farther do
we have to go before we get there?”

End on flared out window...

“How long before we go from
rebuilding back to just living
again.”

Dissolve to gun as it is passed on from one 
hand...

“And how long after that
before this place goes back to
being just like...”

...to another.

“...Before.”

Slow zoom in to bg to reveal Frannie 
watching in the hub.

“Sometimes it feels like Captain
Trips was like flipping a breaker
switch;”



Over Frannie to watchmen distributing 
weapons.

“everything is new, a chance
to do it all different.”

Close on a belt hitched up.

“But every day I wonder -- will we? Will we
do anything different this time?”

Slow zoom into Frannie, concerned.

“”Can we even? Are we capable.”

Black

“Which brings me to you.”

Rise over bed to find... Frannie with her new baby.

“When you got here, you were
perfect. Six pounds, nine ounces
of everything I had ever dreamed
of.”

Slow zoom in to baby

“Everyone broke out the liquor - just about 
all the booze we’d been hoarding...”

Slow zoom in to frannie

“raised in a toast to you, to the future you 
promised.”



Slow zoom in to frannie nursing the baby

“it was a hell of a party.”

Contented

“And then...”

View through incubator... rise to find...

“Dr. Wen and I tried telling each
other it was probably just croup or
something.”

Frannie... Dr. Wen in bg.

“Even regular flu.
Anything but that. But then, your
neck started to swell...”

Black
Slide off wall to find frannie crying

“As soon as it was clear you had
Trips, we all asked ourselves the
question. 7-point-3 billion people
caught Captain Trips. 7-point-3
billion people died. Not one
person recovered. There was no
hope.”



Back into darkness

“How could we let you suffer?””

Fade up on baby’s hand separated from its 
mother by the wall of the incubator.

“I hate that the notion ever crossed
my mind.”

On frannie destitute, she slides out of shot.

“But it feels important to
tell you that... it did.’

Slow zoom into her on the floor

“But there was no way. I just
couldn’t. I know Glen would say it was
selfish, let you keep suffering to
spare my conscience.”

Dissolve to frannie asleep in a chair.

‘No one’d ever heard of someone
improving once they caught Trips.”

She wakes... rises

Goes to the incubator... boom down

“Everyone we’d seen or heard about
just got worse and worse until they
died.”

As frannie peers inside.



Zoom in to profile view... Frannie opens incubator.

On frannie, dawning horror... The baby is motionless beneath the blanket

Frannie pulls back the blanket to reveal the 
baby is alive!... recovering

On frannie’s relief

“When your fever broke, I didn’t let myself 
celebrate. Not when you stopped coughing, not 
even when your neck went back to normal--“

Pull back through doorway as frannie picks 
up baby.

“Even when I knew we had you back, I 
couldn’t shake the image.”

Dissolve to Frannie’s house... frannie visible 
through glass door.

“- there you were, surrounded by all those
empty cribs. ‘Course, they won’t stay 
empty--“



Arc over frannie as she checks her baby

“Jen and Tyler Curtis’ baby was just
ten weeks behind you”

Continue move through curtain to find a 
loveable couple with their newborn.

“he came early. But he never got Trips. First 
baby born to two immune parents -“

Closer on the same, continuing that floaty 
move

“so far, so good. Maybe
there’s hope for us yet.”

Dissolve to paper— frannie writing

“God, I wish you could meet Stu...”

On frannie over her journal

“People keep trying to get me to send scouts to 
Vegas, see if they can find out what happened to 
our people, to Flagg, what made those lights in 
the sky.”

Pull back to a  view from outside the house 
looking through window as Frannie picks up 
her baby.

 “keep saying no, too dangerous, we can’t 
spare the manpower. Is it possible I
just don’t want to know the answer?”

Norris passes through FG (?)



String of lights Boom down to citizens of boulder placing 
photos and keepsakes at base of shrine.

Frannie wheels stroller into shot.

Reverse we see she is headed to band stage 
and musicians playing, including...

...joe to frannie.

“Joe.”

Joe looks up and smiles at her while he 
plays.

On frannie warming to the moment... then 
turning sad.



ECU frannie writes Stu’s name on a card. Push in as she finishes writing. 
*in bg we see other people doing the same... 
maybe also placing candles in lanterns.

Close on Frannie, thinking of stu as she... Ties the card to the lantern.

Push in to frannie lost in the moment. She hears a dog barking...

Turns... to reveal... stu! And Tom! On frannie, stunned.



Close on stu. He starts forward Wide profile as stu comes up to frannie.

Close profile as they fall into each other’s 
arms.

“Are you real.”

“Ask me in a little while.” Over carriage as frannie takes out Abbie.

“This is Abagail. Abagail, meet
Stu. He’s gonna be your daddy.”

“Hi, Abagail, pleased to meetcha...” “And proud to know ya.”
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And off this newly-reunited family--

OMITTED53 53

ROLL “CREDITS”

END EPISODE
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